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This masterpiece fills a great need for our generation--a generation characterized by a thirst for the

eternal values of Judaism. Now, the English-speaking reader can enjoy a clearly written and easy to

read summary of Jewish law, based on the Mishnah Berurah. Among the many topics included in

this work are: Tzitzis, the daily routine, prayer, tefillin, blessings, the Sabbath, festivals and special

days, the dietary laws, and mourning. Shaarei Halachah has been hailed as the Kitzur Shulchan

Aruch for our time!
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Trying to learn halacha can be hard for someone raised secular or reform who is trying to come to

observance of traditional Judaism. The Shulchan Aruch, SA Kitzur and Mishna Berurah can be

tough reads, confusing, dense and anachronistic. This book presents a smattering of commonly

needed laws presented in clear modern language, well organized and easy to understand. The

breadth and depth of Halacha is enormous but this concise reference is a good starting place as

any

This is an amazing book on Halachah. it gives a very basic overview of the different laws a Jew

encounters on a daily basis. anything from what we do when we first wake up in the morning to

when we go to bed at night. I am in the process of conversion right now and it is helping me learn so



much.

This book arrived in excellent condition. It was wrapped in bubble wrap and was without a blemish.

The text is a very good and thorough overview of halachah that is great for adult and high school

students. I ordered it from Otzer Judaica and the company was very helpful.

Just what was needed, excellent interesting, useful book.

Hosw can such profound laws be stated so simply and clearly! Wow, crystalline clarity.

A+

Received timely and as described.

excellent
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